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A few weeks ago the manager at the
R
dTable received an email asking
if the paper might like to follow up on a
story covered a couple of years earlier.
The author of the letter, Alex O Koon,
currently a senior at Roycemore
School, owns The Sudsy Goat Bath
Co., a soapmaking company. Alex
wrote in his letter, I thought it might be
interesting to write about how I ve
adapted during this time and how I ve
met the needs of customers during a
pandemic.
The letter was well written and
proactive, and this writer was eager to
meet a 17-year old successful
entrepreneur who owned a company
called The Sudsy Goat Bath Co. A
Zoom interview was promptly
scheduled.
Alex is unfailingly polite, thoughtful,
bright, and expressive. How and why,
one might wonder, did he start making
soap?
I ve always been into using natural
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skin and ec ema. I was randomly
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looking online one day when I learned
you can make your own soap, so that s when I decided to actually make my own
soap, he said. It did not seem that difficult. He thought, I can do this, and so
he did. He was 14 at the time.
40
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The initial batches were just for his family. They liked them. He kept up with his
new hobby, but was intent on refining the initial recipe so that it looked, smelled,
and felt better before and during use. He researched products using all natural
ingredients. He kept tweaking his recipe, learning something new with each
batch. He gave these soaps away to friends and family, and encouraged his
samplers to give him feedback about what they liked and didn t like about the
products.
After many rounds of product testing, he fine-tuned a soap recipe using goat
milk. There are benefits to using a product made with goat milk. It is moisturi ing
and suitable for all skin types, yet gentle enough for people with sensitive skin
and ec ema. Comments from friends and family were extremely positive. In a
marketplace filled with many handcrafted, small batch soaps, goat milk helped
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distinguish his handmade soaps.
About a year later, his older sister suggested that he try selling his soaps, saying
if his family liked his soaps, other people would also. Alex came up with the
name of The Sudsy Goat Bath Co. because people consistently told him his
natural soaps were unexpectedly very sudsy. Sudsy + goat milk = The Sudsy
Goat Bath Co. Once he had a name, he needed a logo.
No problem. Alex drew the whimsical, smiling goat taking a very sudsy bath in a
claw-foot bathtub that decorates his packaging. His business officially launched
in June 2018; he was 15.
With his family s encouragement, he created a simple website for online ordering
and payment via a credit card or PayPal.
Initially only soaps were offered, each carefully wrapped in brown craft paper
and labeled. Alex convinced two boutiques in Chicago and one in Evanston to
stock his soaps. He set up a table at outdoor markets like the Evanston Streets
Alive Festival. Like any good entrepreneur, Alex was out there, promoting his
products himself.
Initial online sales were slow, probably one or two orders a month. Undeterred,
Alex continued to refine his recipe and test new scents. He developed a pumpkin
spice soap for fall and a holiday soap that smells like peppermint candy canes.
On a whim, he wrapped those soaps in bright orange paper and red and white
striped paper, respectively. That proved to be a brilliant move. One of the store
owners called to say that the soaps with the bright colored paper sold out within
two hours; going forward, she only wanted soaps in brightly colored wrap.
Currently the website offers 10 different types of soaps, two different types of
jojoba oil hand and body cream, lavender bath salts, and vanilla cinnamon sugar
scrub.
The packaging is simple and attractive. Alex carefully wraps each bar of soap in
bright, color-appropriate paper

purple for lavender soaps use purple wrap,

orange for pumpkin spice bars, as examples

along with matching twine bows.

It is a time-consuming process, but worth the effort.
Says Alex, Although it takes a little extra time to hand tie each soap, customers
have commented how they like how you can tell that care was put into each bar
40

of soap, and it also makes it great for a gift.
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He produces everything at home, printing business cards, product tags, and
product labels at home on the family printer. If there is a little backlog, he might
enlist his mother or his younger sister to help, but for the most part, he is
running the business himself. He especially appreciates his mother s help going
to the post office for him to mail packages.
Alex is very protective of each product s recipe; each one takes months to
develop and involves lots of testing, research, and more testing. The goat milk
soap recipe took about two years of constant refinement, in part based on
customer feedback, which he welcomes.
He fills orders in the evenings with a solid inventory built up during the shutdown
and again this past summer. It was a smart decision to stock up. In April, as the
virus was surging, his sales started to increase. People were panicking about not
being able to purchase soap. Once they found the site online, they told their
friends and soon the orders started arriving, pinging his phone in rapid
succession. Alex saw his sales explode, and by the end of April he had shipped
more than 1,000 bars of soap along with other products like salts and creams.
The orders have come in from all over the United States. One of his best
customers lives in Alaska.
This boom in sales came without any outside advertising. The Sudsy Goat Bath
Co. has a Facebook page and an Instagram account, but so far positive word of
mouth is the company s only form of promotion. April s sales were the exception;
since then Alex has been fulfilling at least 30 orders per month, while sales
continue to trend upward.
Making soap is a very exacting process; ingredients have to be carefully
measured and weighed. Alex is very familiar with recipes, having begun baking
at age 4 with this grandmother.
He has always loved baking and now works part-time at a local bakery, a job he
took to help him be certain he was making the right career decision to pursue
baking as a profession.
It was: Alex applied and was accepted to the prestigious Culinary Institute of
America in Hyde Park, N.Y., widely considered to be the world s premier
culinary college.
The plan is that he will be off to New York next summer, pandemic
notwithstanding.

Once Alex enrolls in college, the fate of The Sudsy Goat Bath Co. remains to be
seen. Until then, Alex will be busy finishing his senior year, working at the
bakery, and continuing to make and ship soaps, creams, and bath salts that can
make anyone feel and smell great.
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